
Classical 
Greece

480 - 323 BC˝

High Classical:  450-400 BC˝
Late Classical:  400 - 323 BC



Generalizations about 
Classical Greek art

๏ inspiration from nature not imagination˝

๏ naturalism, especially in the human form˝

๏ sculpted and painted from live subjects˝

๏ Little or no emotion shown˝

๏ Late Classical:  ˝

๏ female nudes ˝

๏ Art becomes more secular˝

๏ more viewer involvement



Unlike the gods of 
Mesopotamia & Egypt, ˛

The Gods of Classical Greece 
took human form.



Temple of Zeus˛
at Olympia˛



 the temple was destroyed 
by earthquake.



Notice how 
columns were built 

in sections.





Pelops vs. Oenomaus

Centauromachy



East Pediment

Pelops vs. Oenomaus









West Pediment



Centauromachy







The interior metope 
depicted scenes from the 

twelve labors of Herakles



Labors of Herakles
๏ Slay the Nemean Lion˝

๏ Slay the Lernaean 
Hydra˝

๏ Capture the Ceryneian 
Hind˝

๏ Capture the 
Erymanthian Boar˝

๏ Clean the Augean 
Stables in one day˝

๏ Slay the Stymphalion 
Birds˝

๏ Capture the Cretan 
Bull˝

๏ Steal the Mares of 
Diomedes˝

๏ Obtain the Girdle of 
Hippolyte˝

๏ Obtain the cattle of 
Geryon˝

๏ Steal the apples of 
Hesperides˝

๏ Capture Ceberus, 
guardian of Hades









Kritios Youth







Charioteer from Delphi

What part 
of a race is this 

statue 
depicting?



Eyes:  bone and glass paste˝

Eye lashes:  bronze˝

curls: cast individually and 
attached to head



Greek hollow Bronze Sculpture

Lost 
Wax 

Casting



Artemisium Zeus

Found in the sea 
off the coast of 
greek mainland



Zeus or Poseidon?



Hollow Bronze 
casting allowed 

for more dynamic 
poses.



riace Warriors

Discovered by Sponge divers 
off the coast of Italy



Riace 
WarRiors





Beard 
symbolizes an 

older man

 ˝
๏Silver Teeth˝

๏ copper lips˝

๏ copper nipples˝







Doryphoros˛
The Spearbearer

Marble 
roman copy of a 

greek bronze 
sculpture



associated with a 
treatise on how to 

make a perfect statue 
of a man by 

polykleitos˝

Greek doctor, Galen, 
described it as the best 
proportioned image of 

a man.

Balanced but not 
symmetrical.˝

Opposite limbs at rest 
and at work.



This was a famous 
work in antiquity 

and many copies 
were made.



discobolos ˛
by Myron

Roman Copy









Aphrodite of Knidos

First female 
nude in greek art





Hermes & Dionysus







Apoxyomenos

The Scraper



strigil





Farnese 
Herakles









Acropolis

acro = high˝
polis= city˝

many greek cities had an acropolis.



The Athenian Acropolis was 
destroyed by the Persians in 

490 BC.˛

It was rebuilt under the rule 
of Pericles as a symbol of the 

greeks victory over the 
persians.



Propylaea

Parthenon

Erectheion

Temple 
of 

Athena 
Nike







Propylaea





mixed doric & Ionic Orders



Erectheion

๏ Asymmetrical˝

๏ held shrines to many gods˝

๏ no clear front˝

๏ athena vs. poseidon˝

๏ olive tree vs. salt water ˝

๏ poseidon’s trident marks













Parthenon

Parthenos = maiden/virgin˝
Temple dedicated to Athena the Maiden





8 columns by 17 columns˝
(2x + 1)



φ =  phi =  1.618...









Built-in optical 
illusion



East Pediment: Birth of Athena˝
West Pediment: Athena v. Poseidon˝

Metopes:˝
North: Sack of Troy˝
South: Centauromachy˝
East: Gigantomachy˝
West: Amazonomachy˝

an internal frieze depicts the 
Panathenic procession˝

Most of these marble 
sculptures are in the British 
Museum in London and are 
known collectively as the 
Elgin Marbles.



West pediment˝
athena v. poseidon

East pediment˝
Birth of athena





internal frieze˛
panathenic procession







metope˝

centauromachy





statue of athena parthenos

๏ Made of gold & Ivory˝
๏ 41 feet tall˝
๏ held a 6 foot tall statue of Nike˝
๏ replica in nashville







Temple of ˛
Athena Nike








